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INTRODUCTION
There are many comme rically availa ble
measur ement units capabl e of measur ing the
averag e speed of a rotatin g shaft, but none
appear able to measur e the speed fluctu ations during one revolu tion. In develo ping an instan taneou s speed measur ement
system severa l method s were consid ered such
as photog raphin g a scribe mark on the
shaft, record ing the output of a tachom eter-g enerat or, measur ing the time betwee n
pulses caused by sensin g the teeth of a
counte r gear, and conver ting the digita l
signal from a counte r gear into an analog
signal . The last method , propos ed by
Profes sor Peter Stein [1], was employ ed.

Perhap s the best way to explai n how the
system works is to follow a signal as it
goes throug h the system . Each time a gear
tooth passed the transd ucer sensin g head
it produc ed an electr ical pulse. This
pulse from the transd ucer trigge red a monostable multiv ibrato r in the pulse shaper
giving a consta nt-wid th, consta nt-hei ght
pulse as an output . The low-pa ss filter
acted as a digita l-to-an alog conver ter by
averag ing the pulses and giving a voltag e
level propor tional to the freque ncy of the
pulses . The voltag e output from the filter
was displa yed on an oscillo scope and
photog raphed .

The measur ement system consis ted of a twohundre d tooth counte r gear rigidl y mounte d
to the cranks haft, a transd ucer to sense
the gear teeth, a pulse shaper , and a twostage low-pa ss RC filter as shown in
Figure 1. A variab le relucta nce type of
proxim ity transd ucer manufa ctured by the
Bentle y Nevada Corpo ration was used to
sense the gear teeth. All the other
compon ents were built here at Purdue
Unive rsity.

SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of the speed measur ement system
was based on the work of Rowe [2). This
system differ s from Rowe's in that it has
a much smalle r counte r gear and transd ucer,
a specia lly design ed pulse shaper , and a
differ ent low-pa ss filter .
The counte r gear and transd ucer were
design ed as a unit. The design criter ia
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voltage magnitude and the width of the
pulse. In this case they were 4.2 volts
and 27 microsecond s. The rest of the
circuit consists of a two stage RC filter
with output biasing control. This filter
provides the digital-to-a nalog conversion.

were:
1. The gear was to have as many teeth as
possible to resolve each crank rotation
into many parts. For example, a three
hundred and sixty tooth gear would induce a
pulse every degree of angular rotation.
2. The output from the transducer was to
be large enough to trigger the pulse shaper.

The digital-to-a nalog conversion can be
demonstrated by considering the response
of a single-stage low-pass filter to a
constant-wid th, constant-hei ght pulse
train. From a circuit analysis of Figure 3
it can be shown that the steady state
voltage is

The diameter of the gear was determined by
space limitations in the compressor. The
diameter of the gear limited the number of
teeth that could be put on the gear. A
two-hundred tooth counter gear was cut from
a four inch diameter, 0.060 inch thick
aluminum disk.

e

A transducer was picked that gave an adequate output when used with this gear. The
transducer sensing head had to be small
enough to sense each separate tooth. Thus,
the Bentley detector with the smallest
sensing heat (0.125 inch diameter) was
chosen. It may be possible to utilize a
larger diameter transducer if it is able to
produce a change in voltage output as a new
tooth starts over the transducer. In that
case, a differentiat ing circuit can be
designed to amplify the change in voltage
adequately to trigger the pulse shaper.
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Thus, for a single-stage filter, the
voltage across the capacitor is directly
proportiona l to the pulse frequency and
thus speed.

The electronics used is shown in Figure 2.
The power supply portion shown on the top
of the figure provides the biasing voltage
for the preamplifie r to the pulse shaper.
The heart of the preamplifie r is the
2N4264 transistor. The pulse shaper is
designated as MC851P and is commercially
available. The circuit design controls the

The two-stage low-pass filter used was
designed with equations given by Bolleter
[3,4]. There were three design criteria:
1. Because of the choice of design
equations the break frequencies could not
be made equal.
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Schematic of the Gear Tooth Tachometer.
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A Single-Stage Low-Pass Filter
Forced by a Pulse Train.

2. The filter should pass as many harmonics of the fundamental signal as possible.
3. The .filter should attenuate the carrier
signal so that the ripple is as small as
possible.
The filter designed passed approximately
80% of the fifth harmonic (300 Hz) and less
than 0.1% of the carrier signal (12KHz).
Users are cautioned that this system gives
a signal which lags the actual phenomena.
This filter over the range of interest has
a lag time in the neighborhood of 500
microseconds. In addition there is some
uncertainty (which could be checked
experimentally) about lag time in the
transducer and the trigger circuit in the
pulse shaper. Since this lag cannot be
greater than the tooth passage time, for a
200 tooth gear, the maximum lag for this
phenomena would be of the order of 100
microseconds.

indicate a fictitious drop in speed. The
variation of the amplitude of the detector
output was due to the eccentricity of the
counter gear. The problem was solved by
rotating the gear 90° on the crankshaft so
that the defective tooth would be closer to
the sensor upon passing it.
A speed and pressure trace for one cycle of
operation is shown in Figure 4. The ripple
in the speed curve caused by the digitalto-analog conversion is indicated by A.
The ripple due to tooth width variation is
indicated by B.
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A similar measurement system has been
developed independently by Stannow and
Strandtoft at Danfoss A/S [5,6]. They
used a three stage RLC low-pass filter and
noted the following points:
1. The unavoidable time lag in the filter
must properly be taken into account
(especially if speed measurements are
correlated with pressure and valve displacement measurements).
2. The low-pass filter should be of the
flat time lag type.
3. The time lag depends on the input
impedance of the attached oscilloscope.
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Figure 4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One major technical difficulty had to be
overcome before meaningful experimental
results could be obtained. Due to
variations in tooth width the pulse from
the distance detector would not always be
large enough to trigger the pulse shaper,
and the output of the system would

Cylinder Pressure and Crankshaft
Speed Measurements, One cycle of
operation.

By looking at several cycles of compressor
operation a very interesting phenomenon was
observed. As shown in Figure 5 the speed
signal exhibited an amplitude beating
phenomenon. Since the beat frequency of
5.78 Hz indicated that a signal with a
frequency of approximately 60 Hz may have
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been beating with the speed signal, a test
was performed to determine the magnitude
of the 60 Hz noise in the system. The
Bentley transducer was moved away from the
counter gear so that it would not sense
the teeth but would still sense any stray
field noise. The ratio of the speed
variation signal shown in Figure 5 to the
resulting 60 Hz noise was 100 to 1. Thus
the beating phenomenon could not be caused
by a stray 60 Hz field.
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Cylinder Pressure and Crankshaft
Speed, 29 Cycles of Operation.

A similar beating phenomenon was observed
by Jensen [7] in compressor current
measurements. He attributed the beating
to the response of an asynchronous motor
to a varying load. Stannow [S] also
indicated that the beating was caused by
a asynchronous motor working with a
pulsating field.
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